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CHAPTER I
INTROrUCTION
1, Statement of tiie Problem
This study is an analysis of tbe personality
of tbe counselor as a factor in tbe solution of personal
problems. It is a stud^r to set forth the importance
and place of the personality of the counselor in the
process of the interview.
8. Procedure and Technlq.ues
There are four definite steps in this study.
The first step is a brief presentation of cer-
tain groups of counselors ’with their necessary qualifi-
cations and training, and various methods used by them.
This presentation is based upon writings of outstanding
authorities in counseling, and upon interviews with
leading counselors. The counselors interviewed are
those of significance to this study. It is necessary
to give the meaning of the term counselor as used in
this study.
The second step is a discussion of various
problems ^ich are most common to individuals who seek
the help of the counselor. The problems presented
are confirmed by authoritative writings in the field
I fiST^ABD
KOITDUaCHTKI
£i2»fdu'i<I eilcf ^aetaeSa^B .1
lLEnoB"ie(i ed'J lo s-lB^Ljaa^ a*i bt bMT
I^rtorxeq lo acl^vloe sxi^ nl lo^vst s 6^» ^cLssavoc edS to
9ciUi&’:oqjil esiS dS'iot i-ee, oS « cl SI .©aisldoiq
sdS al lolsdosjov edS '^d'iX^noB'tsq edS to ecaSq tnjj
.welYieSat edS tc tfcsco'iq
eexjpifUit'sT J>su. s'lubGOO'i^ ,S
(lids al b^^Sb esialted *ruol e'litdT
-lev to aclS*iSaeB6'iq tslid Ji el qs^c Sb^ilt bdT
-Ittlau^ ^Ci^bBeoQa ilodS dSlv enoleomioti to 6qifc*is aJuiS
.a^c^dS \d beejj ec/cl'iinr bat, brte Ciioi^jco
^alLtu-SoSuo EgnijriTir aoqu tee^d et aolS^Saeteiq bldT
iLSiiti efietr'i^.Sal aoqa bat f^allefiwos at bblSliodSvt.
btAi bBvotneSai bioI^bouoo ©ilT .Btolseiu/oc ^nlbuioi
VXjsoceoefl tl SI
.
JouSa olds oS ooOmv
I
tla^lt to GBodS
ni jjQBU bi 'loleem/oc anoS edS to ^atatesi odS ©vis oS
."^uSb eidl
iijL/ol'i^v to a «i q©je i>aoc*98 SilT
2lo©6 odw elia/bJtvjtbaJt oS aQusaoo Seom dotdx tmeLdotq
ielaeeeTq eaIe^do^q ®nT .TcXeanaoc ©xLt lo qXaJ ©xil
i'X©Xl edS at C3i^iuX^^ evi,.^£inoiiliix; tei-nXlaoi> s*iis
of counseling, and by tbe counselors whom the writer
intenriewed for the purpose of this study.
The third step is a study of the counselee
with the significant conditions that affect his life,
creating problems which make it necessary for him to
seek the help of a counselor. This step necessitates
a discussion of the significant conditions as set forth
in this chapter, and an evaluation of these conditions
in relation to their effect upon the individual.
The fourth step is a discussion of the place
of the personality of the counselor, in the counseling
process, as a factor in helping the counselee make a
satisfactory adjustment to life. This step involves a
structural and functional analysis of personality. The
structural analysis deals with the factors which go to
make up personality as such, and the functional analysis
deals with the values which we expect to find in the
personality of the counselor that make his personality
a significant factor in his work.
The material for the structural and functional
analysis is taken from authoritative writings in this
field, and from counselors interviewed in connection with
this study.
3, Scope of the Problem
This study of the personality of the counselor
uiclti Btol&c.VJoo ‘^cf hat ,^fliifawii/oo Jj
btd^ lo eeoq’ii/q no!t ^eT?©inev^;;i
e&XseiUJgc !to jb »i qa*a fciia* ©ilT
,e^ll 5;±ri jjsncf B^oi^^iJb^oe tflj&oixlrxait sxi^t nV±w
QJ CLt;i TLOl i%*>QBt>C&a fjiLBiiX Xl£)ill« aUldXcfO'lq
tcesosxi eXtlT .TcX©exu/oc is Tro ql»d ad* deee
e*i efloitiXiioi; ;tfliec.Xl2jTsXB 6d;t *to aoleearuBlh
enji^’ibr.oe xo rjoX&jtvij^ve cic baa aixLj ni
.Lex/Jbivi&nl oii^ noqif itedJ- od“ acUale'i al
scxfiq ftilif 'lo noieajLfbaUi a aX q«ie d^*ix/cl &xlT
^niXeeajJot- Sii, ni ,ToX9exu/oo ed.^ lo x^ilaaoL’ieq 9dX 1o
j. eeXoiiU/oo sniqXexf flx 'xo^’gjbX jb ^eeabciq
a r«Tlov£xl qscffc eiaT .©IXI iaatsdeulba -igTio^ojBleicfiie
OUT . ^J’ll^noeisq lo Bia^X^rus Xjt^noiJ'L'XXi/l XfLe
OS xfciiiTR fc^oJ•o£x oa^ ddtv alaah aie’cXjtrLL X£'ii/crcinj-a
i.iovX^-u ijanoi^oa:/^ iirus ^diua aa T^*XXi*iiofa*i9q qa o-ji£jsi
Hi: hail fovqjne ot, jX^Xx^tt aox/Xav adX a^xv &Xi>of>
>^tiLfc.ioeioq ctii t:Ui^ jXidX ':oXoeayoo ^dX 'to ''itlXjsnofc't&q
.iio?. aJLxi nX aoX^jal 3ajic iXla^ta a
u^coiXciuJl taa ijL-iucfbtn^e oa^ loX X^l'foJ'^ oiiT
cX-i^ ni BSXiiXlnTr evljjbJ’X'ioXJXfB moil ae:LeX ti «Xe^XjL:-c
£ijXw aal^caaaoo nl hay^'z iyiaXal eioXobm/uo iuuil Lxts ,XXoll
oxicf Ic oqoo8 .£
ToXeanowfj oxi^ ^iXenoeTeq oii.t aiiLT
is limited to student counselors, vocational counselors,
ministers, missionaries, teachers, social service
workers, and Y.M.O.A, and Y.W.C.A. counselors, and to
the types of personal problems with which these counse-
lors have dealt. These problems include those of
normal or near normal people of various ages, national-
ities, and creeds who have found it necessary to seek
the aid of a counselor to help them with their problems.
Abnormal problems which should be handled by trained
psychiatrists are not included in this study,
4, Justification for this Study.
The personality of the counselor as a signifi-
cant factor in the solution of individual difficulties is
a subject upon which very little has been written.
There is very good literature upon personnel administra-
tion, preparation for personnel work, techniq.ues, and
procedures, and the variety of problems with '«»hiah the
counselor deals, with the need for counseling service
and general advice and information to counselors, but
the significance of the counselor’s personality in the
interview has been given little place in the works of
authorities in the counseling field,
A number of leading counselors have expressed
regret that there has been such little consideration
given to this subject, and that there has been no
satisfactory contribution made to such a vital factor
,«ToXe8ni/oo ^tnebL^SB tieiimll Bi
©oIT^er iMliQe <fcT9i£fxs^ ,b£ ii^flcXeSim ,E*i8^€inXai
fcriJt ,6^tI9exIi;oc .A.C.W.Y bxie .A.O.Jt.Y i^ra ,B*iex:icrw
T'QBsLS dvldK itiu 8!H2il!Xo*i<i Xjeflo8*xeq[ ©li?
ecoilo ebuXcal EinBld<^zq, GsedT .SLeeL er^d cnoL
«a9g*-: eiiut*XJ:V to eX^o8q[ JjBjnoa *xo X^iifiun
XOfeS oJ“ '^j:fc©e06n ;fX iJiltfot OV£il OXCtt &£Uj ,6510“!
. bl.c-X'XoIaJ "ixend oi 'xol^eji/ioc £ to bljj eiLt
ACiitfc'icf iisLlrusd ad blsjods dtridw amsldoiq IjaarxortdA
, -bij^9 alift iri bobiflont Soa 9"je
.XbuJ^e eidj” not noJLd/ioltldaifTi
-*itXxtiXe ii £>a ToIfifeXXiJoo odj’ lo x^'XXtiXioe'i&q o*iT
8l LajwXirUbai to acljuloe nX
.n&^fXXiv fl&od r.£d eX:tXtX -^ev xfoidr ixoqir ^oet^^ire jb
-i.-nircJuil£Qi)£ Xsciioeisq aoqL' i i>coa bX ©'ladT
J?n£ ^etiixlndcs;; ,X*£otf lanaoeisq Tot noiX^XfcjqoTiq ,aoiv'^
odX dciiiw ii^Xvv ciCiXdo'xq to r^teX'x^r piicf iia* ,ae*ii.'iseoo*iq
©Llvice siiiXocnaoo 'tol Xsea aifX dil.T ,sXji5i icXsfcnuoc*
SL'd ,B’ioX©8niJct 0^ Lol^f^'jnctal brut eolrb^i Xa*'
sdw ai \^lX£fio8i9u &' loXadauwo edJ tc 0£fU>oltxa2,Xfe exi:f
lo e:iio» ©d* nt ©0£lq al^dXI naria n&ad 8£n' weX'novtaX
.i»X©it aniXewix/oo cX 8©X^X^od^-^<£
i-OLC®'xqxfc oTjjii e'xcXcBmxoo to 'lediaya A
i
aoX^^'xoXisaoo *>Xv^;fXX uoim n^ed Biid B'lthS Xadd ^©'laei
on naad eiadX biu. tfceldua clMJ cavx'i*
loJoAt XxKtXv :i£uo oX ©Xjji floiJodx*i;i’nco x;ao;fojEtaXX^.e
.
4
in counseling. They have shown a deep concern for a
comprehensive contribution to this most important
phase of counseling, because they believe that the per-
sonality of the counselor is the most decisive factor
in his work with the counselee in helping the latter
make a satisfactory adjustment to life. They hold that
the right understanding, appreciation, and integration
of the personality of the counselor is the key to
success in counseling.
Finally, this study has ; been made with the
view that it would be of value to those who are consid-
ering going into the field of counseling, and to those
who are definitely training for this work. Many people
who will have to choose their life ^.vork without direct
contacts with competent counselors should find this
work helpful as a "measuring stick" by which they could
study their own particular inclinations, adaptability,
and personal ciualifi cations, in the light of their op-
portunities and ambitions.
TCi iTisDfloc qoa^ -k; c*rwoifE t-rj.ii r©nT .^fliioemfoo al
TLOJi fcilu aoJi^iJtfi'zjaot; svife^ieil3'iq»aoi>
©iij ©veiit:i seif^csi liaiXeEnuoc to
evl&if©i> ieofii ©n^ £l zoleenL'uL saj* to Y^ilAnoa
f->a^ sfllqloa cri 6©l9eriiJoo &dJ^ dJit a1%>w ciui rci
J’jisdJ’ i^Xojl z^iiT .3tXX ^iSssB^RD^hi: :vt*'ihlS£u a ©:{£xa
noJttiagsd-iri Aiu. jiioitiiite'iqiiJtt ,^*'xxi>^£te^0fe^u/ J’ilg Jt*i eii^
oJ” v©:ri 8^^w ei ioX8E£C*oo ©xl^ to ’^J-xX^ootieq exi^ to
.;^£ilX©£iXUxo«^ ai eeso&x'a
9di d^kr. iibjm r,^od a-t^xi hits f'lLL&nlZ
6'i« oxX« *^ifcOi.i* exljsv to sd XXjljgw O'! w©±v
0^ ijnge ,s^JXXfcfcxaxoo tc tIeiX . ;ia ^rc^ai sxiios 8ni i©
fcXqoaq v^fuiM .aTow eixtvt 'lot ^alaLtfiS rXscTiaXtoi} si^ odv
Xoc^iL Juod3£r 2i*xcir atiX ijtedJ ©poeiid ocr evijii iilv oiiw
aixfd fcxslt X.X:;oxie &*IuIl tnuco :Tfle*fsqauo xidir e^todnoo
Xijjc'C yjraiJ xit-id* v,i ’’/lOiXe rni'ix/cijcuuj*’ £ bjb Xutqloil aIow
«
vdiXld4t;jq£i>£ *tfXviu*nXXsai n?fo ilvdi ^uit.
-qv lioxi^ to cTxi^XX sxit nx ,enc Ijjec^tiljBap XjBCufc'xeq x>a£
.ancxJ’XdiJU. X/is eei^lfu^v^'xo.i
CHAPTER II
A STJJm OF THE COUNSELOR
St. Augustine once said tiiat **one loving
spirit sets another on fire.” In other words, human
qualities, such as love, understanding, sympathy, and
sincerity in one individual tend to s timulate a positive
response in another individual. One of the best examples
of the power of this influence may be found in the in-
timate relationship that exists between the counselor
and the counselee. In this relationship the personality
of the counselor stimulates positive responses in the
personality of the counselee.
In order to understand the component factors
which go to make up the total personality of the counse-
lor, stimulating positive responses in the counselee,
we shall briefly point out those qualifications and
training which help to make this possible. However,
before we can proceed with intelligence on this subject,
we must first define what we mean by the term counselor.
In a later chapter we shall discuss ho?/ the personalit;>"
of the counselor affects the personality of the counselee.
1. Meaning of the Term Counselor
The term counselor conveyaf a general, but
II HZTIAEO
aojra’irjoo sht ‘io mv7e a
oizivui ono” ouno
fjjiiiujii ttii'ic . i^jiiio «I flu lext^oo* eJ’&t
bnjs» tanilnuj’eTcJDm ,svcr .^x/t (tf i.t ilijuj
U-*. ^ 3cri:l;jjiiJ e oJ- t/iti' I^ui' tiui
I
s,nu rl
E?Iqi.u;xe wsscf fxi? !lo C;nC . L^ui) Ivii>fti ’loxi; jiijs i:i *-.fctnovie&T
-ill Til IniJcl ecf eonsx/Il.'ix eliic? 'co ’lev. uq ©xi^
lolefefjx'.vc sil? neev^&o gidenol^.-Ipi e.+iri^ T
'^vti U>tioc-io y. riLcf qidfeflcicfjelirT nl . i. txij‘ fcax»
sdr .11 oeencqto'i *^;vi^ieoq ce ^Jslx/nlutt. 'ioIf..i-iixoi> ©xid xj
.©fXetiiX'CO ©dl lo YlXiixnuc.*l&q'
f.'ii)J‘OA>l dnsfloqinoo sdl fnuifezetnuj ol irexio nl
-8 PJJJJ0C 8Xi.t 1© Ydll^coe'xeq Ix'oOi^ ad, qu exLem ol oa dcLii?
»!b!&X&©nx;uC- esif nl B'-enoibSi STiJitoq -t'
xr:£ exigx^Pt; I'txXjsjJi; %'eoxl^ jJJo Inioq I.uua ©v
.isvirtruH .^iciifcCioq eldl ©djuj oJ qlsd xio Idu .iiiftixri^
,?re[,cut fciiJ ao ©xat^xlll^'-'^nl aiXT*. i)©©t-uiq a^v sw ©iol©c
. u i . a/'u© 7.J fi^eai er *ailv tail&l v.
xiiA'acfc'lt’q ed:t v.o.i£ iLLdt &v lalqudx itwi-i. x .1
.T- bdl Xo Y,: :xil e^ac'-ilii Tclaxoi/o© lo
•rcibtauuO iixieT ••d* ao ;>nin^;eM
.ti/i ,i^'ioatv, i> ftvevnu© 'lole tai/oc sr.T
ru-tlier vague meaning to the average mind, hence a
specific meeuiing is necessary in this study. The term
counselor as used here signifies an individual whose
purpose is to aid others in overcoming their limitations
by helping them understand themselves, and their social
environment. He is an individual who seeks to help the
counselee discover and develop such an attitude toward,
and an understanding of his problems, individual and
social, that the latter will be able to make a satis-
factory adjustment to himself and to the outside world.
In the words of Uiss Strang:
**The counselor's aim is to bring to the
counselee all those influences ^ich will stimulate him
and assist him in his own efforts, to develop in mind,
body and character to the limit of his individual
capacity for growth, and to help him apply himself most
effectively in his relationship with others and to the
problem which he faces,”!
8, Groups of Counselors
For this study we chose fifty counselors,
twenty-five of whom were interviewed personally, euad the
remaining twenty-five examined through their 'writings.
These counselors represent a cross-section of the fol-
io 'wing groups of counselors who deal with individuals
with many types of problems varying in complexity.
1, Student Counselors
8, Vocational Counselors
^Strang, R, The Role of the Teacher in Personnel Work
. p,3
M &oneii fOaLii &^s’tv'7ri oi
ixrUiS qsxT ai xijiU^sxjon ei saloesin oil±o6.i&
ti 80/{ir Iijx;Jti7 J:f>nx fui feeilinsit tiexf !>©ei/ c* 'lolQeaxi&o
ijdlijoh fcae ,ewlfc£iii8a^ bati^'T.ijbau .oi;a? saiqleii
©ix’ ;I&a os e^bBB odvr lmJt:lvZbal na el ©H .^‘aeasco'xivaij
06 cbae ^iolevoi' xxi6 levocelL eelsaoxoc
lax I^L'llTlDai ,emsI'/o*iq eld "lo ^alX)fi6lt'i©fcm/ ius Jb-oe
-rlliie o;#’ eXrfjy ©d illw ©a-?’ jxdl ^ImIcob
.tl'itiw ebleSuo ©xiLf ba/J ^It^einld ol cfatiulei-^tbxi
:Srunj? eelM lo ebio?.' eiit nl
oJ ijnxid ex' mJLti b*nol9e£Wov edT’’
iu::a iiuirt?: eecaaallal oeoii& XXe eeX? sra/oo
jlatic ai qolEvsJb oJ cwo eiul al idla *eieej? ioe
IiofJblvlbal Bid to ^iaUI sal ol tc *C60beL': boe ^cod
leva iXt fexLtd xlqq^ fflld qlsxl cl baa *ici X^loaqts
aol ol bill- BiDdlci aiiw qidEaoltjeie'i ela iU
©a aoiaw iESldoaq
eTolBaxu/oO eqaciD
fenol^.'Bmjoc eeodx’ en eidl *io'?
©iij l-iiL ,^X.*:iiorieq bstr© ivielnx si&tf aonV lo ©Ti'i-v.ln^wl
^
.tQinlli'iTr Tiudl, ar-aoxal beatiiiixs avll-^jlaewl aalnli&iiiS't
~Xol edi *?w> nolle SQ*-rtBooo jy InsesaqeT bioIc eauoo eeedT
eXjBt/tXylbnl dllv; Xxisfc oxIk e'loIeerxiJwO lo eqooig jcluoX
.'^11x9 iqiAiuc .11 axiivt*:^ EHieXdc^q V'tfeai aiiw
taoXsexa/oO laefax/18 .X
t'JoScea^oV I^oJLS.~loV
l.q
.
aLicW £ggflOfc'i©*x it ie.as/iT eal lo eXoH ed? ,a .^cuitlS^
eaoilallfixX *il©al saxaa&Tevo al ©'lodlo bia ol si ©eoyfiaq
3. liinlsters
4. >il33ionarl0s
5, Teachers
6, Social Service Workere
7. Y. M. C. A. Oounselors
8, Y. W. C, A, Counselors
3. Qualifications and Training of a Counselor
The success of a counselor in his work,
whether he is included in the group of student counselors
vocational counselors, ministers, missionaries, teachers,
Y. M. C. A. counselors, or Y. W. C. A, counselors, de-
pends upon certain qualifications and training which are
necessary to this type of work. Since the truth of
this statement has been verified by leading authorities
in the field of counseling, we have the results of
their research and experiences which they have presented
both through their writings and personal interviews
which the writer has had with them. The presentation
of the qualifications and training which follows in-
cludes those common to the successful individuals in t he
groups of counselors mentioned above.
It is not the writer’s purpose to give an
exhaustive list of qualifications and training which a
successful counselor should have, but rather to present
the major qualities in the light of what has been
8'is>IloV^ XiK±og€ .6
C'icIy8flUoC .A .0 .?< .Y ,V
e'lolQfeCtuoO .1 .0 .W .Y ,8
^oXef:f£x;oC * "io gnlxtJijBiT i>Oii ILfct/y .S
,^*tcTv tiri ui 'tolfiBTUJuv Ji "ic e&eooi/B siiT
1
,fcToi€E/xr/wr lo <iifo*ig . ni i>€i>tIo:ii: fel e^f
,ael^4fe^^cXa^'iui iBisJainioz ,xioIe€fli/or Xjuf[olJ‘<-&oT
-o£ ^e-xcloerufct/ ./ .0 .Y iu .ei&Xtaru-'oo .A .0 .M .Y
8*:ii ifoluV ^nirrU'ia irru* nii&^'ieo tioqi/ eiiftoq
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suggested ttirougli readings in the field of counseling,
and through personal interviews with counselors for
the purpose of this study. The classifications for
qualifications are general. Many of the items under
qualifications could apply equally eis well under more
I
than one heading, but for convenience in presenting a
I
list of the qualifications of a counselor, they are in-
cluded under three general headings,
i
A, Qualifications
1, General: '
I
Maturity and experience. i
Good health.
Ability to analyze facts and situations
and to see their relationships to
the total personality of the counselee.
Marriage experience.
Good judge of human nature.
Ability to inspire confidence.
Keen insight into the working of the
human mind.
Ability to recognize the relative
importance of the ideas conveyed
and suggested by the counselee,
Wide range of interests in life.
An active, creative imagination.
Sterling character,
A positive, workable philosophy of I
life,
2, Social:
Love of people.
Sympathy
,
empathy
,
Warmth,
Approachabl e
.
Respect for all people.
Interest in people.
Cooperative,
i
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Tactful
.
Culture.
Poise.
Diplomacy
.
Good listener,
SensitiTeness to deeper needs of others.
Sense of humor.
3, Personal
t
Pleasing face.
Pleasing voice, unaffected.
Good physique.
Good decorum.
Even temper.
Self confidence.
Open minded.
Objective attitude.
Emotional stability.
Humility.
Sincerity.
Perseverence.
Intelligence.
Unselfishness.
Vitality.
Genuineness.
High morals.
High moral standards of living.
Well adjusted to life.
B, Training
College training; emphasis on
psychology.
Practical experience in counseling.
Hospital experience in dealing with
problem cases.
Wide information on counseling.
Study of tests and measurements and
practice in their use.
Study and knowledge of organizations
and institutions dealing 7d.th human
problems.
Thorough knowledge of literature in
the field of counseling.
Personal acquaintance 'with a number of
successful counselors.
General cultural information.
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4, Methods Used by the Oounselors
There are certain methods in the counseling
process which are used by the various counselor's con-
sidered in this study. One method which is used by all
of these counselors is the personal interview. There
are five main forms which this method takes, the one
used depending upon the counselee and the nature of his
problem. Following is a brief outline of these format
1, The narrative, in which the counselee
presents his problem in the form of
a story. In this form, the counselor
listens for significant statements
and "leads" which he may use later
in the interview or in succeeding
interviews with the counselee. These
"leads" in themselves may not fur-
nish much information, but often
they are "leys" which may be used
to unravel a long story of impor-
tance in helping the counselor
articulate the significant factors,
conscious or unconscious, that may
lead to a discovery of the basic
causes of the counselee *s difficul-
ties.
2, Questioning in order to discover facts
and general information. In this
form, CLuestions may be asked by the
counselor and counselee.
3, Consultation with an outside party
to discover information concerning
the counselee.
• 1
I
i
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4, Suggestion of a situation by the
counselor which he thinks similar to
that of the counselee. This often
helps the counselee "teilk about his
own problem*
5, Indirect questioning about an incident
or experience about which the counse-
lee is able to talk freely. It
should be indirectly related to the
major problem.
A counselor does not necessarily confine him-
self to a single form. He usually uses a combination
of these forms in dealing with an individual,
A second method is the use of tests and
measurements, the purpose of which is to discover native
capacities, accomplishments, personal qualities and
weaknesses, vocational aptitudes and adjustments, edu-
cational adjustments, interests in life and adjustment
to life, and the basic causes of the problems which the
counselee may be facing,
A third method is the use of questionnaires
for the purpose of securing information in regard to
home, social life, interests, education, experience,
working conditions, and other personal data,
A fourth method is the case study, which is
|
perhaps used leas frequently than the others among
j
J
the group of counselors interviewed. The case study I
i
involves family background, home environment, !
I
I.
i
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neighborhood environment, early development of the in-
dividual, intelligence, school records, health,
illnesses, accidents, sex development, social behavior,
interests, religious and emotional adjustments, and
vocational interests and experience.
Summary
Through this study of the counselor, with
emphasis upon the meaning of the term counselor, the
necessary qualifications and training for successful
counseling, and the various methods which the counselor
uses, we have a clear picture of the factors upon which
the counseling process is built.
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CHAPTER III
A STUDY OF PERSONAL PROBLIIMS
The counselor, in the course of his vrork,
handles a wide variety of problems which vary in the
degree of their seriousness and complexity. One of the
chief concerns of every individual, from the cradle to
the grave, is the maintaining of his ego on a satis-
factory level. In the individual’s early childhood, this
concern is centered largely, if not exclusively,
around his own personal satisfaction. As the individual
grows into physical, emotional, and intellectual
maturity, his chief concern in life normally expands
to include other people. This experience should indi-
cate a well balanced physical, emotional, and intellec-
tual development, in which experience the individual
finds himself satisfactorily adjusting himself to him-
self, and to the outside world. It is the lack of the
normal development of the ego, or the transition from
the subjective to the objective view of life, that is
the center of most of the personal difficulties. This
is also the major handicap to one's success in dealing
with other problems that arise in one's social en-
vironment
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A very well-known counselor in Boston says that
the luajority of people who come to him for help ”ju8t
simply have not grown up, " nor have those intimately
associated with them always grown up. This weakness in
personality development is a large factor in almost all
of the problems with which any counselor has to deal.
The various probleifiS most common to individ-
uals who have sought the help of counselors, are listed
below under separate headings. This list has been com-
piled from a study of fifty counselors chosen for the
purpose of this study, twenty-five of whom were inter-
viewed personally.
Problems;
1 . Home X
Jealousy, between parents, among the
children, between parents and children.
Dislike of parents or parent by
children or child.
Discipline.
Sex education.
Quarreling.
Irresponsibility of parents or parent.
Adjustment of step-parents to children.
Responsibilities of children.
Temporarj'^ or chronic illness.
Economic.
Divorce.
Separation, infidelity, desertion.
2. Social:
Lack of opportunity for normal social
life.
Unpopularity
.
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Wrong choice of friends, and loss of
friends.
Reserve and shyness.
Lack of initiative.
Aggressiveness
.
Lack of poise.
Conflicting loyalties (church, vs. frater-
nal organizations.)
3, Qiiotionalt
Temper,
Disappointment
Discouragement, feeling of futility.
Depression.
Seclusiveness.
Oversensitiveness
,
Inferiority.
Superiority.
Prejudice.
Fear.
Anxiety,
Suicide.
Self-pity, unmnted, unneeded.
Self-consciousness
.
Jealousy.
Selfishness.
4, Sex:
Relationships with opposite sex.
Masturbation
,
Hoiiio-sexuali ty
Sexual immaturity.
Sex consciousness.
Sex education.
Courtship
,
Love.
Preparation for marriage.
Marriage relations.
Change of life.
5, Vocational:
Discovery of the need in one’s life which
must be satisfied.
Discovery of objective need with which
the individual has a desire to be per-
manently identified.
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Selection of vocation.
Requirecients for vocation.
Vocational aptitudes.
Unwise choice of vocation, (unhappy in
vocation
.
)
Vocation chosen by parents.
Adjustment to work and co-workers.
6. Health;
Physical; strong or weak, illnesses.
Mental
,
Accidents, minor and major.
Operations.
Hospitalization
.
Health habits,
7. Religious;
God,
Christ.
Death.
Immortality.
Evil.
Suffering.
Sin.
Guilt
,
Conflicts with beliefs and practices.
Prayer.
Science and religion.
Church quarrels.
8, Moral and ethical;
Drinking,
Gambling.
Swearing,
Stealing.
Lying,
Cheating.
Forging.
Intolerance of authority.
Conflict with group mores,
9, Educational;
Use of time for study.
Study habits.
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Relationship to teachers.
Environmental conditions of the school.
Choice of courses.
Scholarship
,
Lack of educational opportunities,
10 , . Financial
:
Budget in the home and business.
Unemployment,
Investments
Savings
.
11, Miscellaneous*
Laziness
,
Carelessness,
Stubbornness
,
Racial
,
Leisure time.
Insecurity
.
InvalidisDi.
Avocations,
Loneliness.
Summary
So we see, that the individual has many adapta-
tions and adjustments to make in this world; to himself,
to his home, to his neighborhood, conmiunity, business,
illness, and death. As he grows through life, he must
meet the problems of childhood, adolescence, marriage,
widowhood, economic conditions, physical handicaps, work,
parenthood, love, sex, religion, and education, and adjust
himself to them. Life is full of such problems, which
make it necessaiy for an individual to seek the aid of a
counselor with wjiom he may discuss his difficulties, dis-
cover their causes, and secure help in meeting them
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satisfactorily. With a picture of the counselor before
us with his qualifications, training and methods, and
a presentation of the problems with which he deals, we
shall proceed to discuss those conditions which create
such problems in the life of the counselee illustrated
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CHAPTER IV.
CONDITIONS WHICH CREATE PERSONAL PROBLEMS
We have seen meuiy kinds of problems—home,
social, emotional, sex, vocational, health, religious,
moral, ethical, educational—some simple, some com-
plex, which individuals face, making it necessary for
them to seek the help of a counselor in order to find
a solution to those problems, and to make a satisfac-
tory adjustment to them.
The individual who comes to a counselor, not
only brings with him the problem with ^ich he is
trying to deal, but also a peculiar heredity, and a
personality which has been conditioned by home, social,
and physical factors since his birth. Any approach
to his problaii without consideration of these signifi-
cant factors in his past experience would be inadeq.uate,
hence, we shall illustrate, through actual cases^, and
discuss those conditions which were factors in pro-
ducing such difficulties in the individual.
A, Home Conditions
The conditions which affect the life of an
individual from birth are many. There is the home with
its economic status and the habits, attitudes, opinions,
^These cases are typical of the experiences of the
counselors interviewed and studied.
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desires, and customs of the parents and other members
of the family; the community, with its social, educa-
tional, recreational, and employment opportunities
and health facilities; the school with its curi*iculum,
its opportunities for social activities, vocational
guidance and sex education, and with the habits, atti-
tudes, and opinions of the teachers and students;
and the church with its traditions, teachings, activities,
and leaders with their various backgrounds, attitudes,
and opinions.
These factors are so interrelated, that a
problem can not be said to be the direct result of any
particular factor. However, the remote cause of an in-
dividual *s problem is nearly always centered in his
early home life, but the immediate cause might be iden-
tified with any combination of factors,
1, Cases
In order to see how these conditions create
problems, we shall present a number of cases, first
discussing those which illustrate the effect of home
conditions, and second, those which illustrate a com-
bination of conditions outside as well as inside the
home.
Case 1, A Serious Family Quarrel
This case concerns a young married couple.
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The young husband and wife had been having difficulty
with each other. The final explosion was a quarrel
over the kind of toast they wo\.ild have for breakfast.
The result of this quarrel was almost separation.
The remote causes for this family trouble
were found to be rooted in the early home life of the
young husband. His mother had assumed the role of an
absolute dictator in the home. Her word was the law.
She was very religious, and believed in a "God of
Justice." Whenever the father was slow to act, or made
a mistake, he was disciplined by the mother along with
the children, A frail sister was definitely favored by the
mother, and often an unreasonable amount of the small
family income was spent on her needs. She believed
that children were supposed to work and "be seen auid
not heard" when adults were around. The mother en-
joyed having lots of company, especially her own rela-
tives, She also delighted in visiting (leaving the
"old man and the children at home") and took a very
active part in spectacular social and religious activi-
ties.
The mother often discussed the children’s
faults before them with the neighbors. When the young
husband was a child, he was forced to play with the
delicate sister while the mother ,was visiting, or busy
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witJi otlier duties, and often when the other children were
out of doors playing. The father quarreled and
grumbled, but his desires and opinions were considered
inconsequential. The young husband*s wife was consid-
erably older than he, and was his superior mentally,
physically, and socially.
The young man said that all of his life, he
had felt inferior and imposed upon. He never had exper-
ienced a "single victory" in his "whole life," When a
minister, to whom he went for counsel, helped him re-
view his early home experiences, he discovered for him-
self that his attitude and conduct were to a large ex-
tent, duplications of those of his mother.
Case 2, A Drinking Husband
The problem of a young husband who drank was
traced to his own Immediate home, and the home of his
wife’s parents. The husband’s drinking was primarily
due to sexual frigidity in his wife udilch had a psy-
chological cause rooted in her early sex education. He
had developed this habit partly as a means of escape
from his home problem.
Case 3. Lack of Love for Parents
A young woman whose parents were grieved be-
cause she did not love them sought the help of a
i.W.C.A, counselor. She admitted to the counselor that
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it waa true that she did not love her father and
motner. As the interview proceeded, sue told the story
of her early childhood, now she was teUien care of al-
most exclusively by a nursemaia who loved her like a
mother, ana how later she was placed under tne guidance
and companionship of a tutor. It had not occurred to
either the young woman or her parents that children do
not naturally love tneir parents, hut learn to love
those who love them.
Cose 4, Loneliness
A student, upon her return to college in the
fall, was no longer "the life of the party," and lost
interest in the various social activities of the college
,
She seemed depressed and lonely, and spent the most of
her time alone. Upon investigation by one of her teach-
ers, it was discovered that her grandmother, with ^^om
she lived since the death of her mother fourteen years
ago, had suddenly died during the summer, This girl
had been greatly attached to her grandmother, thinking
of her always as her own mother, A great comradeship
had grown up between them. She now felt that there was
nothing in this world now for which to live.
These cases illustrate certain personality
conditions in the home which are capable of producing
personality problems in the lives of other members of
the family.
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In the first caae, th.e domineering personality
of tne young man*s mother was the chief undesirable
ractor. The other factors were significant, but they
were the result of the mother *s attitude and conduct.
In the second case, the husband *s drinking
was primarily the result of a sexually frigid wife.
The other factors probably would not have arisen had
she had an intelligent and i^olesome attitude toward
sex.
In the third cose, the young lady did not
love her parents primarily because she was not inti-
mately associated with them, and did not have the oppor-
tunity to leom to love them.
In the fourth case, the loneliness of the
student was due primarily to the loss of the personal-
ity to whom She was attached. She had developed an
abnormal emotional fixation for her grandmother.
It is during an individual's early life that
his habits, temperament, attitudes, conduct, and adjust-
ment to life are taking shape, and are being inrluenced
by factors about him. Often the significance of un-
wholesome conditions in this period are not so apparent
until the individual faces a crisis. It is then that
his attitudes and course of action reveal very vividly
those strong unwholesome influences which have been
built into the structure of his personality from
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birth. The power of those influences in the home upon
the personality of the individual is well stated by a
leading authority in the field of psychology!
"The home represents the workshop in which
these personalities are being developed, and the mental
atmosphere of the home can be very easily contaminated.
The ever-changing moods of the parents, colored by their
indifference, their quarrels, depressions, and resentments,
and shown oy their manner of speech and action, are
decidely unhealthy; so, too, are the timidity of a
mother, the arrogance of a father, the self-consciousness
of a younger sister, and the egotism of an older
brother, under such conditions we find a mental at-
mosphere as dangerous to the child as If it were con-
taminated by scarlet fever, diphtheria, or typhoid,
.... All these things play a part in the development of
the personality of the child that cannot be overes-
timated. "2
As the individual’s environment expands and
changes, other factors appear which add to the complex-
ity of his problem, but the success of one’s growth
from the cradle to an adequate socialized adulthood,
will depend
"more on the character and wisdom and atti-
tude of the parents, than on anything else."^
The conditions in the home take the form of
a configuration rather than the form of a single factor,
SThom, D, A,, "The Nervous Child and tne Habit Clinic,"
Mental Health Primer (national Committee for Mental
Hygiene, 1926) pp. 22-23
^Ulueck, J5,, "The Significance of Parental Attitudes for
the Destiny of the Individual," Buildinp; Character (Pro-
ceedings of the Mia-West Conference on Character Develop-
ment, February, 1928) p.l31
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However, one factor often is stronger than any other in
producing unwholesome conditions which, in turn, are
responsible for certain problems that arise.
Following is a list of the major unwholesome
conditions in the home, which are often present, but
often unrecognized until problems begin to arise.
S. Major Unwholesome Conditions in the Home:
Domineering parents.
Over-solicitous parents.
Nagging parents.
Extreme age-difference of parents.
Educational and cultural difference of
parents.
Racial difference of parents.
Uneducated parents.
Step-parents,
Jealous parents.
Favoritism shown by paxents, or parent.
Selfish parents, or parent,
Imnioral parents, or parent, (drinking,
swearing, etc.)
Irreligious parents.
Too rigid discipline.
Domineering brothers or sisters.
Too great age-difference between children.
Weaknesses of children discussed in their
presence.
Careless housekeeping.
Relatives living in the home.
Jealousy among the children, self-consciousness.
Financial difficulties.
Court record of some member of the family.
Divorce, and separation of parents.
Too prominent place of nurse maids in
ciilldren*8 lives.
Too much teasing of children.
Quarrels,
Prolonged illness, invalidism.
Death,
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B, Conditions Outside as Well as Inside the Home
We have discovered in the discussion of the
problems resulting primarily from home conditions,
something of the nature and significance of the condi-
tions of the home in creating various personality prob-
lems, Among the number of factors in the home which
condition the various individual's lives, the personali-
ty factors were the most prominent. Let us go further,
and discuss a number of cases which show conditions
outside, as well as Inside the home, with their signi-
ficance in creating different kinds of problems.
1, Oases
Case 1, Unpopularity
A young lady, E. T., went to her minister to
discuss her problem with him. She was very unpopular
and extremely shy and reserved. Whenever she went to
a party, she was always a "wall flo?/er. ” No one
seemed interested in her, and she was not able to
enter into the spirit of the party. In the course of
the interview, it was discovered that she had an older
sister, H,, who was very beautiful. When E. attended
socials with her poijular sister H., people usually
commented on H's lovely personality. Few ever com-
mented on the personality of E,, although she had a
fine mind, and a good cultural background. H. was
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engaged to a wealthy boy, while E. me interested only
in a grocery clerk. Whenever they were in a group to-
gether, everyone seemed to pay marked attention to H.
which made E. feel very uncomfortable and more reserved.
Case 2. Too Little Social Life
A young man who dreaded attending formal
socials, finally sought the help of aY.M.C.A. counselor.
The counselor discovered, in the course of the interview,
and through certain tests given to the young man, that
he had a feeling of inferiority that had been deepened
through an embarrassing experience at a party where he
spilled ice cream on a young lady*s evening gown. It
i
was discovered, also, that he had not had many oppor-
tunities for normal social life, and that his choice
of friends had been of the type who had no interest in
formal social functions. His own lack of initiative and
|
aggressiveness, together with his shyness and awkward-
ness made him very uncomfortable when he did attend
such eiffairs,
I
Case 3, The High School Teacher
I
The principal of a particular high school sug-
gested to one of the teachers that he take at least two
courses in the summer school of a nearby college. Be-
I
fore the principal could give any explanation for this i
req.uest, the teacher gave way to his bad temper, shrieking,
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do you pick on me? Whut about some of these old
fogies around here? They haven’t been to school in
twenty years. Why don’t you pick on them?”
This teacher was not given a new contract,
which upset him so much, he sought the help of a
counselor to see what could be done. In the course of
the interview, the counselor discovered that on one
occasion, when this teacher was a little boy, he cried
for candy which was then given to him. The next time
he wanted candy, he used the same method ’jriiich brou^t
what he wanted again. It was not long before these
crying spells developed into temper tantrums which al-
ways resulted in his getting what he desired. When
his parents disagreed with him, or refused to grant
his requests, he would have one of these tantrums. In-
stead of ignoring the emotional outbursts, the whole
family was brought to his service, which was exactly
what he wanted. Nothing pleased him more than having
attention and his own way. This condition grew upon
him more and more each da^^, for not only the members of
his own family, but also his playmates, school, ^and
church took care not to upset him, as they, too, knew
about his tantrums. He was so completely shielded,
he did not have a chance to grow up emotionally.
Case 4. Masturbation
A young man, eighteen years o^ age, consulted
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a Y.M.C.A, counselor about his problenTof masturbation.
When he went with the girls, he had the feeling that be-
cause of his ”bad habit” he was not "normal,” and
therefore could never be a parent. After tnis counselor
learned his complete story, the following significant
conditions were discovered. When he was about thirteen
years of age, his mother went into his bedroom one
night Just as he was having a ”wet dream.” He was
asleep and breathing with apparent difficulty. She
rushed to his side, awakened him, and asked if he were
sick, suggesting calling the doctor. Finally she relied
upon the merits of a nerve tonic which she thought would
q.uiet him. After this embarrassing experience, he be-
gan to masturbate each evening in the bathroom before
going to bed, so that the same experience would not
happen again.
At the age of fourteen, his father caught
him, early one morning, on the way to the bathroom with
an erection. At this discovery, the father threatened
to "cut it off.” Two' years later, when he was beginning
to become interested in the girls, the barber showed
him a picture in one of Professor Shannon's little
books, of a skinny, treacherous looking, hopeless in-
valid sitting in a wheel chair with these words beneath
itt "The victim of masturbation.”
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About thia time tbe boy waa also informed by
a bomosexual old bachelor, that people \vho masturbated
should never be married, because their children ??ould b
deformed. The last and most dis^iuieting of all the
factors, vas a talk which his igiorant pastor gave to a
group of boys in which he said that boys who practiced
"secret sin" would go to "hell."
Case 5, Wanted to be a Doctor
J. H., a junior in college, had been failing
in a few of his courses, although ne had studied
faithfully. He had become discouraged and felt that ne
had wasted his time in college. He was preparing to
enter the field of medicine, and felt ashamed that he
wa^3 not able to meet the pre-requisites for this work.
He was on the point of withdrawing, when it was sug-
gested that he see the college student counselor who
mi^t be able to help him. He did so. The counselor
interviewed him, and gave him a number of tests. The
following significant conditions were discovered.
His father and mother wanted him to be a
doctor, as his father had always had that ambition for
himself, but had not been able to realize it. During
a long illness of his mother, J, proved so effective
in taking care of her, that not only his parents, but
also his friends encouraged him to take up medicine
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as a profession. Following tlie mother’s illness, the
family doctor took the boy with him on a number of
calls. He also let him use his medical library in his
home, and encouraged him to study medicine,
J, had been good in chemistry in high school,
but was not especially interested in it. He detested
working in the laboratory. In college, chemistry became
too technical for him, and physics was too exacting
for him,
J. was always interested in underprivileged
people, and when a small boy, he usually had a number of
poor children among his special friends. The aptitude
tests showed that his abilities were more adapted to
social case work than to medicine. When he finally
expressed his 07m desires in regard to a vocation, the
counselor discovered that he had been working toward
medicine because of his love for his parents, and ad-
miration of the family doctor, rather than his own
personal interest in the field.
Case 6, Wrong Vocation
A woman now in her twenties, had chosen
secretarial work as her profession. After two years,
she discovered that she was not particularly adapted to
that work, or primarily interested in it. The
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vocational counselor, to whom she ^jyent for help, learned
that she idolized a particular woman who was a great
success in this type of work, holding a fine position.
This latter woman had a large circle of friends, and
was financially independent.
The counselor discovered, that in the secre-
tary’s youth, she had been forced to wear very plain
clothes, and to do housework in order to help support
the family. Her meager wardrobe and small allo?;ance
were sources of embarrassment which made her resolve
to hold a position which would make her financially in-
dependent.
Case 7, Health
The case of a young man, R,, who broke down
\7ith tuberculosis, was taken to a social service ’worker.
When R. was bom, a common mid-wife was called. His
parents were strong believers in the patent-medicine
and home remedies. In cold weather, the family would
hover around the fire in the small sitting room with
the windows down. The sleeping rooms were small with
two double beds in them, and the windows were kept
closed. The "common drinking cup" was used. Bad colds
were thought of as a part of the regular winter exper-
ience, Pains were thought of by* the parents as "growing
pains," and when they became too serious, they would
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use a little liniment, or take a doee of patent-medicine
During tiie winter preceding R*a breakdown,
with, tuberculoue, iie bad been aick witb a "cold,” No
doctor waa called, but when R, continued to grow
weaker and weaker, a social service worker weis finally
consulted, due to the influence of a relative. Not
only were R'a parents backward in bealtb facts, but tbe
community in wbicb they lived was also very poor in
bealtb facilities, and tbe school wbicb R, attended gave
very little bealtb education to its pupils.
Case 8. Lost Faitb in God
A young lady, reared in a small town in tbe
West, was sent to a liberal college in tbe East where
she took up tbe study of biology, psycbolo^^, and
history of religion. When tbe time came to consult her
advisor about courses for tbe second semester, she
told this instructor that she bad no desire to contin-
ue witb her subjects. After a number of conferences
together, it was discovered that this student was
suffering a tremendous conflict between what she bad
been tau^t by her parents, and tbe church in tbe re-
ligious realm, and ’j?bat she was learning in college.
She bad been reared in a community wbicb bad not kept
pace witb tbe changing civilization, and was a member
and faithful attendant of a narrow-minded orthodox
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churcli where she was taught to believe in the virgin
birth, physical resurrection, a literal hell, God as a
big bookkeeper who checks up on us, the second coming
of Christ, and a number of other controversial sub-
jects, This conflict of ideas caused her to lose faith
in God, and to become disturbed over the whole situation.
Case 9. Loss of Job
Early one morning a drunken man staggered into
a mission seeking the counsel of the missionary. The
day before, he had lost his Job because of his constant
swearing behind the counter in the presence of customers.
Shortly after leaving his employer, he bought a drink,
forged a check, failed to go home for suprjer, and during
the evening lost every cent he had in gambling and
visiting a house of prostitution. This missionary took
him in, sobered him up, and began to investigate his
past history. He had been exposed to many unwaolesome
conditions. When he was a small baby he resented the
authority of his parents by going into tantrums. His
first memories of his father were those of a man who
’’stormed and swore” at the children. His mother was a
quiet, retiring woman who never believed in disciplining
her children. Among this man’s childhood playmates
was a ”big bully” who constantly kept the smaller boys
in ’’hot water,”
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Early in hia school experience, he was
taught by one of the older boya how he could make good
grades by a simple cribbing process. Shortly after
that, he began to match pennies with other boys on
his paper route. ^Hien he was fourteen years of age, hia
teacher scolded him and a girl who sat next to him for
whispering. At recess the other children teased him
and the little girl so much that they ran amy from
school together. They took a long walk through the woods
to a large hay stack where they had sexual intercourse
together. When he returned home, his father gave him
a severe whipping for running away from school.
The following Sunday, he was forced to go to
Sunday School against his will. The lesson was based
on the story of the Prodigal Son. The teacher em-
phasized the "hog pen scene," and discussed at length
the problem of the "unpardonable sin."
When he was eighteen, this man went to a
party where they served "spiked cocktails." He drank
too much, which gave him a very free and happy feeling.
Later, vdien he felt depressed, he would cheer himself
up with a light wine or weak whiskey.
Case 10, Did not Know How to Study
A college freshman had failed in two subjects
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during her first semester. She was alert, and anxious
to jmke a success of her college career. She decided
she had no memory, believing her failures due to ina-
bility to grasp the subject material. Inquiry showed
that she lived in a small town with her parents who
ran a boarding house in which two of the high school
teachers lived. As her brother was interested in one
of the teachers, and her father and the high school
principal had been roomnmates in college, her work was
always accepted without regard for its merit.
When this student entered college, she was
rushed by the girls in a number of sororities, and
during the year, was invited to the homes of sane of
her professors. However, her social contacts hers did
not prevent the professors grading her on the quality
of her work. IXie to theoeaditions in high school, she
did not have to study much to get passing, or more than
passing grades, hence she did not ever learn to study
properly. When her social contacts in college did not
have wei^t in the scholastic field, she was not pre-
pared to rely on her own abilities.
These cases give a good picture of the major
factors which are responsible for various individual
problems, and the significance of unwholesome factors
in the development of a personality.
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In the first case in this group, the influence
of a popular girl on the life of her sister who was
unpopular, is clearly shown. Other factors, no doubt,
were important in this situation, but for the unpopular
sister, this seemed to be the major factor in her
feeling of inferiority. Such a factor tends to destroy
initiative and self-respect on the part of the one who
is unpopular.
In the second case, the young man*s dread of
attending social functions was the result of a feeling
of inferiority which was caused by embarr^assment due
to social error,
,In the third case, the failure of the hi^
school teacher to get his contract renewed, was due
to his "failure to grow up." From early childhood,
this individual had no opportunity to develop a
balanced emotional life. He was protected from all
disappointing and upsetting experiences.
In the fourth case, the young man's problem
of masturbation was due to the influence of his igno-
rant parents, an immoral old bachelor, and an un-
scrupulous nursemaid, which made it impossible for the
young man to develop a normal healthy attitude toward,
and control of his sex life.
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preparing for the medical 'profeaeion was the result of
his father’s projecting his own unrealized desires into
the life of his son without regard for the boy’s own
ambitions and abilities. It was due also to the un-
intelligent advice on the part of the family doctor, and
that of the boy’s friends.
In the sixth ceuse, the woman chose the voca-
tion of secretary, not because of her desire to work in
that field or of her abilities, but because she had
identified herself with a woman liiho was a success in
that field, both financially and socially.
In the seventh case, the health problem of
the young boy was the result of ignorance of hygienic
practices and education in the home, community, and
school.
In the eighth case, the young lady’s relig-
ious problem was due to a lack of intelligent religious
education in her home and church.
In the ninth case, the drunken man’s problem
arose from a lack of self-control which was initiated
and nurtured by a mother who did not believe in dis-
ciplining her children, and from the unwholesome moral
and ethical standards of his school mates and friends.
In the tenth case, the freshman’s failure in
certain studies was due to over social activity and
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favoritism on the part of former teachers.
In all of these cases there were a number of
social factors which conditioned the lives of the
individuals, the effect of which had been assimilated
in the structure of their personalities. But the con-
ditions enumerated in this summary were the ones moat
immediate in giving form and expression to the per-
sonality problems.
The importance of one’s social environment
can not be overemphasized. The individual is not only
a part of society, but his whole life is also largely
determined by its conditions, and he in turn helps to
create society. The value oT disvalue of social con-
ditions for personality may be seen in the =way an in-
dividual reacts to these conditions, etnd by the effect
that they have upon the development of his personality.
The intimate relation ivhloh the individual has to the
social conditions about him is very forcefully and
clearly expressed in the words of a distinguished ed-
ucator*
’’From the beginning of life, the child is
copying the sights and sounds about him. Both con-
sciously and unconsciously he imitates the language,
mannerisms, and emotional reactions of his associates.
What we imitate, we become. What we practice with
satisfaction , we make our own. Rudeness be gets
rudeness, deceit begets deceit, just as surely as
gentleness begets gentleness, and truthfulness
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begets trutlifulness.
These conditions vary with the location and
opportunities of the individual. No single individual
is exposed to all of them, but there are certain
major unwholesome social conditions which are directly
related to every personality difficulty. To emphasize
this idea, we shall bring together in outline form,
those major unwholesome social conditions which share
in the responsibility for personality problems,
2, Major Unwholesome Social Conditions
a. Community:
Public gambling organizations and devices
Crime
,
Publicity of crime.
Sensational books and ma^zines.
Sensational moving pictures.
Cheap vaudeville.
Lewd advertisements.
Night clubs and organizations.
Public dance halls.
Poor working conditions.
Poor housing conditions.
Houses of prostitution.
Saloons
.
Gangs.
Delinquency.
Disease.
Community clubs.
Community leaders,
b. School:
Lack of adequate hygiene and sanitation.
Over-crowded school rooms.
Poorly qualified teachers.
Emotionally immature teachers,
"^Germane, C, E,, and Germane, E. G., Character Education .
Part Two, p.35
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Immoral teachers.
Lott standards of education.
Poor play grounds, and recreationsl
facilities
.
Various standards of living and conduct.
Racial prejudices.
Favoritism by teachers.
Too rigid discipline.
Destructive criticism.
Too much emphasis on extra-curricular
activities
c. Church:
Over-emotional services.
Irrational teachings.
Denominational prejudices.
Gossip
.
Rigid discipline.
Hypocritical leaders.
Politics.
Poor church plant.
Jealousy.
Favoritism.
Negative criticism.
Unethical practices among leaders.
Poor educational standards.
Summary
We have now pointed out in the first section
of this chapter the serious effects of unwholesome con-
ditions in moulding personality, and we have also pointed
out in the second section the significance of unwhole-
some conditions in moulding personality. The significance
of these unwholesome home and social conditions is
often not noticed until an individual is forced to make
a decision, or to adjust himself to a situation. It is
then that habits of reaction, which have been con-
ditioned and established by these unwholesome conditions
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often express tliemaelves in ways lead to conflict
\irith society. We shall next show how the personality
of the counselor becomes a significant factor in
helping the counselee find a satisfactory solution to
his problems.
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CHAPTER V
THE MEANING AND VALUE OF PERSONALITY
As we iiave seen, there are many factors that
condition an individual during his span of life, the
most important of these being the personalities of those
people who occupy the most prominent place in the in-
dividual's life* These personalities will determine
largely the q.uality of personality which will be devel-
oped by the individual.
The counselor is in a position of vital human
relationship. In this position his personality is of
unique significance upon the life of the counselee, be-
cause the relation that he has with the counselee is
made possible by problems with 'shich the counselee has
not been able to deal satisfactorily. His influence is
of primary significance, first, in harmonizing and re-
constructing a frustrated personality, and second, in
helping that personality develop an intelligent direction
in life which will make him more adequate in facing
other problems that may arise.
Since the personality of the counselor is
such a unique factor in his relationship with the counse-
lee, we must understand what we mean by personeility, how
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personality is developed, and the significant elements
in it wh-ich make it so effective in the life of the
counselee. We shall carry out the discussion of these
points by the psychological method, which is,
"analysis with respect to s tructure, and description with
respect to function,"^
A. Structural Analysis of Personality
1. Use of the Term Personality,
When we hear xhe term personality spoken on
the street, in the office, church, school, and many
other places, it is usually used to interpret or describe
some individual who happens to occupy the center of
conversation at that particular time, perhaps commenting
on the success or failure or that person. This word so
used carries with it,
•*A group of cjualities or characteristics such
as appearance, bearing, attitude, manners, habits of
speech, conduct, gesture, tone of voice, taste in dress,
intelligence, energy, initiative, likes and dislikes,
disposition, and sociabieness, wnich are brou^t together
in a given indivi dual . "
2
2, Two Schools of Thought
This description gives us a picture of per-
sonality, but does not go far enough. The terms are
also rather vague, and undefined. Among scientific
circles, there is an attempt at being more careful and
1 Strickland, F, L,, Psychology of Reli^gious Experience,
p ,68
^Coffin, J. H,, Personality in the Making
. p,22
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consistent in the definition ana use of the terms which
describe personality, aitnough we can trace two trends of
thought among them about the specific meaning of the
term personality. One group thinJis of personality as the
end result of the biological and sociological cause and
effect relationship. The second group includes in its
interpretation that of the first, but adds the
#
self-conscious, self-directing, purposive activity of
the self also os a cause in the developing of the totality
of one *3 integrated lire which we call personality.
The first trend of thought is well represented
by Morton Prince, who defines personality as,
"The sum total of all the biological innate
dispositions, impulses, tendencies, appetites, and in-
stincts of the individual, and of all the acquired dis-
positions and tendencies. "3
When we add to this the "integrated traits,
and the "end results of evei^rthing that has gone be-
fore,"^ we have a good picture of the scientific cause
and effect conception of personality. All that this
picture presents is true, and is a part of personality,
but not the whole of it. If it were the total picture,
Prince, M., The Unconscious , p.532
^Charters, W. W., The Teachlnp: of Ideals , p.39
^Building Character
.
Proceedings of the Midwestern
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then the individual would be only a victimized puppet
doing certain things \^en the caueal string is jerked.
If he could do no other thing them that which was set
for him in order to produce the predetermined effect
of certain causes, he would be merely a mechanism,
not a free person. If the activity of the individual
is wholly determined by causes external to himself,
then he is not responsible for his acts. He has no
choice. He has no capacity for creative thinking, or
self-direction. If we say that personality is only the
“sum total” or the ”end result” or the effect of cer-
tain causes, just how will we account for the fact
that two Individuals, in the same environment as
cause, may develop into two entirely different persons
Whose conduct, vocations, and character are ^widely
different? If what I do is only the result of certain
previous acts, as causes, and those acts or causes
are the result of previous acts or causes, where will
one stop? In accordance with this scientific mechanical
cause and effect basis, I am what I am because I
could be no other, Jjurthermore, I will continue in
the direction in which I am now going. I can do no
other. I have no power of choice.
Such mechanical explanations are true and
sufficient in the realm of chemi8trj>" and physics. Under
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certain conditions, will alv/ays produce water. No
one doubts that, uuniiin experience, however, has taught
us that personality is more than chemistry or physics.
At a certain level of development, certain powers of
self-consciousness and self-direction appear which also
can become causes and with which one must recKon.
In opposition to this trend or thought as
absolute, the second group or leaders holds that all or
the normal physical laws of cause and effect are im-
portant, but that the "self” of an individual which
emerges through the cause and effect experiences of
life, also becomes a cause in the life of the individual,
hence is often capable of changing tne results of cer-
tain other causes. The self as used in this discussion
may be defined as,
"The conscious subject of experience, and
the center around which the
,
growth and organization
of experience proceeds."^
It is the development and use of the self
that gives purpose, direction, and control in human life.
With tnis description of personality in
mind, we shall proceed to analyze personality, and
study its various coLiponent parts with their signifi-
cance to the whole personality. We shall see tne raw
^Strickland, F. L., The PavcholoRV of Religious
Experience
, p.33
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material out of which personality emerges, what capa-
cities, functions, and influences must be present in a
given individual, and how they grow and become in-
tegrated and unified in order to produce a human per-
sonality.
3^ The Relation of Instinct to Personality
The term instinct is one that has been given
both credit and olame for many human actions. It is
misused by many people. Writers and teachers in the
psychological field are annoyed by this fact.
a. Nature of Instinct
The term instinct has been used to describe
almost every kind of physical and mental response. The
layman often thinks of people as good or bad because
of their instincts. The term is used without an ade-
quate understanding of what it really means. Among
scholars there is only very general agreement as to
the fundamental meaning lying back of their use of the
term. They use the interpretation which is most closely
related to their system of thought. Granting the dif-
ferent usages of the term, they all give expression
to the same fundamental human response.
Just what is instinct? This rather illusive
term indicates an urge of man’s original nature. We
are not clear concerning the meaning ana s cope of the
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tern "original nature," but the unlearned urges which
we call instincts are a part of the very structure of
our biological inheritance. Just now much of what is
considered original nature is instinctive can not as
yet be accurately determined, Valentine, nowever,
believes that,
"All original nature is ... . instinctive,
and conseq.uently
,
any list of instinctive tendencies
must include all the simple reflex acts, the original
emotions, the physiological processes, and the native
reactions of tne brain.”’''
If he toid us what he meant by "original
nature" in relation to instincts, a nd idiat caused the
various instinctive patterns, and distinguished be-
tween responses as to which were instinctive ana which
were not, nis meaning would be clear. While he does
not give an adeq.uate interpretation of what he means
by instinct, he does indicate that whatever it is,
it is a part of the ver^'’ structure of our original
biological equipment.
The famous English psychologist,
William McDougall, begins his discussion of instinct
with the recognition of the primary significance of
"original nature." From the standpoint of instinct,
he believes that its very essence is to be found in
*^Valentine, P. F,, The Ps.vcholoRV of Personality
, pp, 86-67
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'misa ’’vital impulse or urge to action or homie."®
term Jaorme is equivalent to Schopennauer *s ’’will to
live”S Bergson’s ’elan vital’^and Jung’s ’libido
.
In bis own words, McDougall sets fortb the meaning
of this theory in a comprehensive ana forceful manner.
"The instincts are the prime movers of all
human activity; by the conative or impulsive force
of some instinct, every train of thought, however
cold and passionless it may seem, is borne along to-
ward its end, and every bodily activity is initiated
and sustained. The instinctive impulses determine
the ends of all activity and supply the driving power
by which all mental activities are sustained; and
all the complex intellectual apparatus of the most
highly developed mind is but the Instrument by which
these impulses seek their satisfactions, while
pleasure and pain do but serve to guide thaai in their
choice of the means. Take away these instinctive
dispositions, with their powerful impulses, and the
organism would become incapable of activity of any
kind; it would lie inert and motionless, like a
v/onderful clockwork wnose mainspring had been re-
moved or a steam-engine whose fires had been drawn.
These impulses are the mental forces that maintain
and shape all the life of individuals and societies,
and in them we are confronted with the central mys-
teiy*- of life and mind and will,"I^
This statement by McDougall describes the
ener^ back of human reaction, which is called in-
stinct.
Thus far, we have presented two contribu-
tions which throw light upon the theme of this
^Valentine, P. J?’,, The Psychology of Personality
, p.89
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^^Ibid,, p.89
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discussion, naively, instinct as inherent in the
structure of our t»iological equipment and the "vital
impulse or urge to action" that makes the human organism
function. The various patterns of response through
which the "vital impulse" finds expression have also been
classed as instincts. Some have even identified the
"vital impulse" and "patterns of action" as one, and
have called them instincts. This view, according to
Valentine,
"assumes the impulse or drive to be an implicit
phenomenon of the activity of the mechanism. "13
These theories have described and implied the
theory which we shall use in this study. This theory is
not contrary to any one of the theories stated above,
but uses the insight which they have given, and states
it in a more practical and simple manner. According
to this theory there are no instincts in the sense of
inherited patterns of response, but there is a "vital
body ener^"!'^ which seeks expression through the life of
the human organism. This body ener®^ in its effort to
maintain hamiony in the organism develops certain local
body tensions which stimulate a type of urge, the satisfac-
tion of which ’Will release the tension and aid in maintainirj;
13Valentine, P, P., The Psychology of Personality . p,94
l"^This theory is the conclusion which was reacher in a
class in Research Psychology under Dr. Francis L,
Strickland, This is Dr; Strickland's position, also.
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a harmonious functioning of the whole organism. Tnis
energy is not sex ener^, or nunger energy, or gregar-
ious energy, but it is basically body ener^^. The ac-
tivities which are commonly listed as instincts are
only the common patterns of reaction which are usually
developed by social influences in a growing individual.
The sex urge, as it is called by some leading
psychologists such as Freud, is thought of as a def-
inite instinct from which springs most of life’s ener-
hut it is only a channel tnrough which body ener©"
finds expression. Would it be reasonable to say that
the sensation which a baby experiences v/hen it nurses
at its mother’s breast, or fondles its ovm genitals,
is the same as the sexual sensation a fifteen-year-old
boy experiences when he talks to a beautiful girl?
In the baby, it is purely physical satisfaction, while
in the fifteen-year-old boy the sensation is tied up
with personal and social values such as friendsnip,
respect, sacrifice, unselfishness, beauty, ambition,
courage, and the person of the opposite sex. His
general reaction to that situation was due to the
conditioning factors of his environment which had es-
tablished within his life certain patterns of conduct,
plus a self-conscious, self-directive, and purposive
self.
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Let ua take for example, the so-called
mother inatinct. From the time a girl ia big enough
to hold anything in her hand, ahe ia given dolls with
which to play. She is told stories about them. She
ia taught to bathe them, dress them, make clothes for
them, talk to them, and to be kind and considerate of
them. She watches her mother or a neighbor take care
of a real baby, and naturally imitates her. Throu^
this process she learns to identify her dolls with ac-
tual babies whom she can love because they can respond
to her. These various activities of the child in
relation to her dolls have drawn the energy into re-
peated responses centered in the child’s relationship
to the idea and presence of the dolls. These repeated
activities, together with the attitudes of love, pro-
tection, and concern v/hich the child has learned
through imitation, have become emotionalized habits
so fixed around the idea of baby, and so firmly estab-
lisehd that they in turn become established motherly at-
titudes.
So, we see, that after this pattern of re-
action has become established and the little girl has
grown up, she naturally will want a real baby to love
as she had loved her dolls vihen a child. In order to
get a baby by methods approved by society, she will
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have to get married, ^en she begins to think in
terms of marriage, naturally she will think of the baby
she would like to have. Along with those thoughts and
plans, she will keep the idea of baby in the focus of
her mind, accompanied by the emotional responses which
she has built up, plus the stimulating effect of her
companion of the opposite sex. Through her accumulative
experiences she has developed a certain experience
which has met a need in her childhood, and created a de-
sire for a baby of her o’^m upon whom she could perma-
nently bestow her affection. In this way she could
find a response which v/ould adeq.uately and continually
meet her need.
In the light of these two analyses, it is
clear that body energy flows through the particular
channels of expression which are stimulated most by the
social factors that play upon a given personality. In
the functional analysis of personality, we shall show
how this enerQT may be directed in ways that will have
value for an individual which Mil make him particularly
adapted for counseling work.
^.4, The Relation of Habit to Personality
a. Meaning of the Term Habit
The term habit has usually been thought of as
describing those acts which were considered good or
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bad. Regular attendance at church or daily Bible
reading were considered good habits, while use of
profanity, or drinking were bad habits. These illustrate
the popular unscientific conception of habits. Now,
the term habit is used in a broader meeining to include
both overt and psychic activity, Valentine, in his use
of the term makes it include,
. all of man's acquired reactions, in-
tellectual, motor, and affective with recognition of
their manifold integrations and changing patterns.
The whole learning process is based upon the
laws of habit, habit reactions being acquired through
experience. The baby thett cries for its bottle, if
allowed to do that a few times, resulting in securing
the bottle, will learn a method which becomes a habit
of getting its food.
We all recognize words and faces because of
a previous association which, through repetition, has
become a habit response. In its simplest form, this
approaches a mere stimulus-response relationship, but
in reality it is, according to Valentine,
”a complex neural linkage which has been affected
througli experience.”!^
!^Valentine, P. F,, The Psychology of Personality
.
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"b^ Three Planes of Habits
For clarity in disciission, we shall consider
habits on three planes of human experience,
’’motor habits, habits of thought, and habits of feeling
or emotion. "1’
al Motor Habits
Examples of motor habits are many. ’TTalhing,
gesturing, tone of voice, facial expression, and hundreds
of others might be mentioned. Even in their simple forms,
they are an integral part of one’s personality. They
help convey one’s expression of life.
bl Habits of Thought
Under habits of thought there should always be
included.
. not only the ’higher’ mental processes,
but all instances of perception, memory, imagination, or
ideation tahen exclusively of affective experience.”^®
This level deals with unemotionalized thought
processes which form themselves into certain patterns, such
as logical formulations, common verbal formulations, and
analytical thirdcing.
c^ Habits of Emotion or Feeling
The third level which includes both ’’feeling”
and ”emotion” is more complicated. Valentine believes
I'^Valentine, P. F., The Psychology of Personality
. p,30
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that,
"Purely instinctive reactions of feeling are
few in number, and practically all our fears, loves,
angers, and hates, pleasant feelings and unpleasant
feelings, likes and dislikes are the outgrowth of ex-
perience, and so involve learning.
The possibility of habits becoming established,
and the means through which they may express themselves,
are, of course, based upon the heredity endowment.
Original nature does determine the sensitiveness or
slo’jmess of one*s capacities. The condition of the
physical organism is very important for the development
of habits, but at best it is only the ground-work, the
I
soil, good or bad or neutral, for the development of
habits
.
e.. Habits as a Basis of Learning
So far, we have seen habit as the basis of
learning, subsuming a sufficient ground-work of physical
endowment. The process of learning has been character-
ized by t wo agents, the learner and the teacher. The
teacher, or the source of information, may be active, or
passive, but the learner will usually be active,
self-conscious, self-directive, and purposeful in the
learning process. This maJies the learner more than the
product of a stimulus-response, scientific cause-effect
relationship. As the conscious active center of his
personality begins to emerge in the form of a "self"
^^Valentine, P. k,. The Psycholopiy of Personality. p.31
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the "self” also hecomes a causal factor with which to b e
reckoned. The "self" becomes both subject and object.
It both acts of its own choosing, and is acted upon by
its Q-m action, and the action of other people, plus
the various cause and effect relationships with ’;nhich it
is related and of which it is a part.
Thus we see that the relation of habit to
personality is that it maintains and reproduces, under
suitable conditions, certain learned patterns of
reaction on the motor, intellectual, and feeling or
emotional levels without taxing the conscious activity
of one's mental processes.
Since personality mokes use of, and is in-
fluenced by all the reactions on these three levels of
reaction, it becomes self-evident that habit is insepa-
rable from, and indispensable to personality,
'5, The Relation of Temperament to Personality
As we observe individuals about us, we recog-
nise certain fundttmental differences in the 7/ay they
respond to life. Some individuals have a particular
quality of nervous system which tends to make them
react in a particular way.
Uh Factors Which Influence Patterns of Reaction
In the first place, the quality of the
structure of one's ner\7-ous system is inherited. It may
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be very sensitive and responsive, or it may be slow to
act and unresponsive to some of tbe finer stimuli in
normal human relationships. In the second place, the
social influence is a tremendous factor in conditioning
the pattern of reaction which any particular nervous
structure develops. In the third place, psychic organ-
isation, including various habits of response, is an
important factor in the formation of patterns of re-
action. In the fourth place, the temperament of an in-
dividual helps to create certain disposition patterns
of reaction. Since temperament is of importance to
this study of personality, we shall discuss it briefly,
b^ Meaning of Temperament
Temperament may be compared to a mood in
emotional q.uality, but unlike the mood, it is more en-
during. It is a relatively permanent mood.
•C-. Temperamental Types
Classification of individuals according to
temperaments is arbitrary, and can not adequately
describe an individual *s temperament. However, it does
have some value in describing certain general classifi-
cations of conduct and response, and in arriving at a
more specific understanding of a given personality.
The classification which Galen gave about the
year 150 A.D. indicates a rough division which does
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help one in hie thinking about any particular personal-
ity. He eaid that all people could be put into four
tempersunental groups;
’’The sanguine, poeseeeion a surplus of blood
and temperajmentally warm blooded; the chloric, possessing
a surplus of ’yellow bile’ and temperamentally irritable;
the phlegmatic, with a surplus of ’phlegm’ and tempera-
mentally dull; and the melancholic, having a surplus
of 'black bile' and in temperament sentimentally sad.”l^
Although Galen’s causes of temperament are
absurd in the light of our present knowledge of physi-
ology, they are of value and quite modem in two respects.
First, they suggest a physiological basis for personal-
ity, and second, they are close to the present-day con-
ception of the ductless glands.
Ajk, Cause of Temperament
The cause of these temperamental differences
can not be located in any one gland or function, but
is due to a combination of conditions. The functional
peculiarities of the nervous tissue are described by
McDougall as,
”.
. . . native differences of excitability, of
repidity of response and transmission of the nervous
impulse, and differences in resnect to fatigability
and repidity of recuperation.
McDougall goes on to say that these factors
^^Valentine, P. F., The Psychology of Personality
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are,
"The influences exerted on the nervous systeiu
and, through it, on mental processes by the functioning
of the bodily organs,
Some of the organs of the body contribute
most to affecting temperament are the ductless or en-
docrine glands through their influence on the chemistry
of the blood. Kretschmer links the brain with the
glands in considering the relation of blood chemistry
to temperament. He says:
"It (the temperament) is, as we know, cer-
tainly from empirical observation, co-determinate with
the chemistry of the blood, and the humors of the body.
Their physical correlate is the brain-glandular appa-
ratus. The temperament is that class of mental events
which is correlated with the ^.iiysiq.ue, and probably
through the secretions
,
There are other causes of temperament, such
as tone and efficiency of the processes of metabolism,
and the condition of the organs of elimination. Fail-
ure, or even inadeq.uate functioning of any of these
will cause auto-intoxication, which will in turn, af-
fect the harmonious working of the total human organism.
All of these physiological factors are important factors
in developing the structure of one’s temperament.
One’s temperament, or particular way of
reacting to life, is a tremendously significant factor
^^McDougall, W., Social Psychology . (12th ed. ) p.ll9
^^Kretschmen, E., Physique and Character
, pp, 252, 253
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In tlae personality of a counselor. The value of temper-
ament in the life of a counselor will be elaborated
upon in the functional analysis of personality.
-6, '’'he Relation of the Subconscious to Personality
In our structural analysis of personality, we
find a factor which can not be thought of as experience,
but a "conceptual construction” designed, in connection
with the content of the psychic life, to explain certain
facts which could otherwise not be explained. The
facts hidden away somewhere in the psychic processes
of the individual often come in time of need into the
focus of the conscious mind, intact or disguised.
There are also a large number of past ex-
periences which do not come to the focus of the con-
scious mind when needed, eoid some times come only when
the service of a technician trained in the analysis and
interpretation of the subconscious, is summoned.
a. Problem of the Subconscious
According to Dr. Francis L. Strickli^d, there
are certain facts of experience which have given rise
to the theory of the subconscious for their explanation.
"(1) Visual and auditory experiences which
seem like sensations. (3) Impressions which se-em to
involve knowledge or insight, or at any rate bring a
strong feeling of conviction or certainty, but with no
trace of the logical steps which usually lead to a
conclusion, (3) Movements we make, but which we are
sure do not result from our control. Here are the
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automatiama of various aorta, auch aa 'apaaking with
tongues, ' automatic writing, and ouija-board performances
when the subject takes them seriously. (4) Inner
realizations often vague and general, but the character-
iatic feature of which is that something not mine comes
to me in an unusual manner,
Some times the overt expression of the effect
of the subcciinscious is seen in anxiety, worry, fear,
courage, confidence, and patience, which, as those facts
q.uoted above, are facts of experience, that may leave
the individual uncertain as to their origin.
When the body energy, which is expressed
through certain learned patterns of reaction that are
organized and modified by habits, and given direction
and purpose through the activity of the self, becomes a
part of the structural content of the subconscious, it
may have a good or bad effect upon the individual's
personality depending upon the nature of the forgotten
experience.
The significance of an understanding of the
subconscious is vividly portrayed in the following
illustration.
A man, fifty-seven years of age, went to a
minister for help after losing his job. During the
interview the following discovery was made. For
seven years the man had been growing very nervous, and
was losing control of himself. He would jump and
^^Strickland, F. L,, Psychology of Religious Experience ,
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strike, if a loud noise woe made, or if lie Arere touched,
or if a hand were placed in front of him. The minister
listened patiently while he told the story of his early
home life. Three childhood experiences were uncovered
which corresponded to the conditions which caused his
uncontrollable reactions. When he was a little boy,
his father would scold him in a very loud voice (noise).
He would also strike him or kick him (touch), and nis
mother would whip him on the hand (hand). These for-
gptten experiences were carried in his subconscious
mind for years, and eventually manifested themselves in
disguised form which was very detrimental to his per-
sonality.
While the subcons cidus mind is only a "con-
ceptual construction," it furnishes uniq.ue data which
throws greated light upon the understanding of the
total personality clf the individual.
Thus we see the place of body ener^, habit,
temperament, and the subconscious in the structural
analysis of personality,
B, Functional Analysis of Personality
Through the structural analysis of personality
we have given a picture of the raw material out of
wl;ilch it emerges. It now remains for us to discuss those
values for life which are created by the structural
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background of j£ rsonality, plus the purposive activity
of the self. We shall do this through the functional
analysis of personality, sho/^ing how and why certain
q.ualities in the personality of the counselor are sig-
nificant in the solution of the counselee*s difficulties.
These qualities have already been listed in on earlier
chapter. Here, we shall discuss only the major values
in this group,
1. Development of Values
A value which a given personality possesses
may be a relatively recent achievement. It may be the
result of a victory over a serious problem which the
individual was facing, or one which has been developing
for a number of years, but has not been particularly
recognized by him. These values, however acquired,
develop in strength according to the use that is made of
them. These values, or qualities, in the personality
of the counselor are those positive components which
have been developed over a period of time through use.
They develop in strength according to the opportunities
they have for expression, and the desire of the individ-
ual to express them.
Disuse or abuse works the same in personality
as in any phase of nature. If the opportunities for
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expression are misused, these positive values will
not develop, or if they have been developed to a cer-
tain extent, they will tend to atrophy or die without •
use.
These values in the personality of the counse-
lor are very important influences upon the counselee.
the significance of this is seen in all the relation-
ships of life. For example, that personality in a
teacher, who often acts as a counselor, which meets
the major needs of the majority of his students, is,
’’the most important single force at the disposal of
the school for the upbuilding of character, ”24
From early childhood, one of the means of
aciiuiring any such value is through the process of imi-
tation which stimulates the development of similar
qualities in ourselves. This characteristic is largely
true in the life of most adults.
That quality in an individual which gives him
not only the capacity, but also the desire to imitate,
is indispensable to the success of the influence of
one personality upon another. This function becomes more
active in the life of one whose personality is somewhat
frustrated because of an inner conflict which is
causing a problem ’without any apparent solution. The
troubled person tends to find comfort and security in
S^^Sharp, F, C., Education for Character , p.9
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the presence of one who is well integrated around a
high, and noble ideal. It is the desire on the part of
the weaiter one, to become like the stronger, that makes
the relationship si^iificant for the weaker person.
The activity of imitation is dependent upon this fact.
The importance of imitation in education, es-
pecially individualized education, such as the person-
al interview, is well stated by Sharp,
"The po'wer of imitation as an educating force
dexjends chiefly on the fact that what we admire in
another we desire to possess for ourselves, and to the
fact that where the mind has been rendered alert and
receptive by admiration and affection it tends to enter
more easily into the feelings and ideals of the one
admired, and having there caught a glimpse of their
value, to carry them back to itself, with the consev^uent
enrichment of its o'wn nature.
This emphasizes the overwhelming significance
of certain fine (lualities in the life of a counselor.
Since the counselor is one in whom people in trouble
confide, he must possess those qualities which the in-
dividual admires, for this individual tends to identify
himself with them to a large extent.
The response which the counselee makes to
these qualities in the counselor, is in proportion to
their strength and the relation they have to the fun-
damental needs of the counselee. For ex;unple, if the
^^Sharp, F. C., Education for Oharacter. p.lO
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es -counselor iiaa inhibitions in his own personality,
pecially those corresponding^ to inhibitions in the
counselee, they tend to set up a barrier between the
two, aaaking the interview stilted and unsuccessful.
There seems to be somewhat of an intuitive recognition
on the part of the counselee of those strong qualities
in a counselor which are weak; in himself.
In the light of this idea, we shall discuss,
as we have already said, some of the component expressions
of personality, and show how and why they are effective
in the counseling process.
2, Major Values
One major value in the personality of a coun-
selor is a real concern for people. This means that
a counselor who possesses this quality directs a large
share of his total body energy, through those chaumels,
(hindness, sympathy, and so on) of personality expression
consistently over a sufficiently long period of time,
to establish that reaction so that it would finally be-
come a habit. When such an act becomes securely estab-
lished, it works under the direction of the subcon-
scious mind. The quality of this total personality
reaction toward other people will depend to a large ex-
tent upon the temperament of the individual.
Interest in people is a value of utmost
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importance. When one searches the inmost depths of per-
sonality, one finds that troubled people are almost in-
variably lonely, and in the need of a friend, hence an
interest in them will usually bring a positive response.
Not only should a counselor be interested in
people, but he should have a real love for them. One of
the outstanding counselors in the group interviewed, be-
lieves that this quality opens up, in the life of the
counselee, new channels through which added power to
mind and bo(ly flov/s. He told the story of how one indi-
vidual, for whom he had shovm particular concern, later
met a serious problem successfully, This individual
told the counselor that he remembered how the latter
said, among other things, that he believed in him, and
with this thought in his mind, he wa^ able to take new
courage and discover resources of help sufficient to
his need. There was, in his memor^^, the impact of
a dynamic personality. It was an emotionali2;ed memory
that carried with it the response of poise, confidence,
and courage. It was that intangible, stimulating
quality which we are calling personality.
Sympathy—feeling with people, a sharing of
one’s problem—is another important value which gives
an opportunity for releasing tension, and a feeling of
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reinforcement. So is understanding, which, makes the
counselor helo, not criticize, the counselee. A
troubled person is already condecining himself, hence is
set for a desirable response from the counselor.
Psychologically, when one is set to act, to act is
satisfying, not to act is dissatisfying, therefore the
counselor who possesses such ciualities makes it possi-
ble for this response to take place. The validity of
this psychological law is recognized by most psycholo-
gists.
Friendliness is a valuable q.uality which
tends to make people feel "at home." Troubled people are
especially ill at ease, hence this quality mokes the
counselee feel that he is w anted. It might be called
a social gesture of peace and good will.
Sincerity, humility, and genuineness, three
of the outstanding values of personality, reveal the
counselor's attitude toward and estimate of the coun-
selee. Regardless of how trivial the counselee 's
problem, for him at least it is very serious. The
sincerity, humility, and genuineness which tlie counselor
shows find a response of respect in the counselee, as
we tend to respect those who respect us.
The approachable quality in personality is a
real asset, for it indicates interest in people, an
iioiilv.
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.XXXw Xou^ biiB Xo XBla.'B b
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•;>nX LoBvat t'^X IXenoateq lo af.yX- j .iXbr.^,* ax*/o t>ii.* lo
-ruLfoo 9dX lo oXjoaiXXes lilt b'lov.oX abxjjXXXB a ' loXssaiJOO
a’ e&XoEaxroa 9xtX XbXtX'iX wo/i lo t'B&XiitB3eH .LSlee
exlT; .auoXt&e eX XX Xe^eX Xx> niXii toi ,..i9xcfot i
tcXaent'oc Siix xlaXili^ aa»?Aie;iiL"n38 ,'^XXXxviud j-(,XXt»vriXa
)L*ja .s9x9fcti/oc &dx iiX "a648to i Xo vsnotiESt b X*nXl ffaro.ia
. ax' XoB'^aot oxl«r ©aoiiX xaa'Xost oX b:x9X
B EX -{.XlIaaoBteq nl i^:lUJJf sXdjedoBotiqB exiT
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eagernesa to meet them, and learn from them aa well as
help them. The counselor who possesses this quality
gives the counseled his exclusive attention, and finds
something in common about which to talk. This quality
is also desirable because the counselor hiim3elf and
his surroundings may be unfamiliar to the counselee,
hence, if the counselee finds himself talking about a
familiar idea, he will feel very comfortable and some-
what secure.
Poise is a quality which is indispensable to
the counselor. The nervous, restless counselee will
tend to identify himself with the quality vvhich he ad-
mires in the counselor. Often an individual who is very
nervous and much disturbed, will calm down in the
presence of a well-poised counselor, for he is sus-
ceptible to suggestion and to his environment. Uncon-
sciously, he will find himself imitating the qiiiet
composure of the counselor. At least the source of
stimulation is reduced by the poise of the counselor,
to a minimum.
Personal decorum is an important value as it
wins immediate response. The counselor who is neatly
dressed stimulates the respect and admiration of the
counselee. If the counselee is neatly dressed, he will
recognize a common quality betv/een the two; if not, he
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-vill recognize a value which he no doubt would like to
realize for himself.
A sense of humor is a value which should always
be present. When the tension becomes too great, some
times a play upon words, or a humorous remark releases
the tension. Also, if the counselee makes a break that
is laughable, the counselor should be able to laugh with
him, but not at him. A number of embarrassing situa-
tions can be alleviated if one has a sense of humor.
An even temper and emotional .^ability are
qualities which make the interview run more smoothly.
When the counselee is struggling with his own conflicting
emotions, he will be steadied if the counselor keeps a
”cool head” or an even temper. This is true because
the counselee is afraid of his own conflicts, and often
ashamed of his emotions. There are times when he will
break down and cry, or become enraged at the revelation
of his inner conflict. At such times the steady, even
temper and control of the counselor will make it pos-
sible for the counselee to relieve emotional tension
in an environment vdiich will be conducive to a helpful
and wholesome interpretation of both the emotional
outburst and the problem causing it.
Often when an emotional outburst releases
tension, it helps the individual talk more freely about
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hie problem and work more cooperatively toward the so-
lution of it. Should this experience take place in an
undesirable atmosphere, it might result in severe
self-condemnation on the part of the counselee, or es-
cape from the problem, or an extreme feeling of in-
feriority, or any number of other unwholesome reactions.
An open mind and objective attitude are
qualities in the personality of a counselor that indi-
cate the d egree of culture and the insight he has into
the working of the human mind and emotion. A counselor
with these qualities is a ble to listen to any problem
without letting it affect his attitude toward the in-
dividual. He is able .to deal with the problem frankly,
giving the welfare of the counselee first place in his
whole attitude. He is sufficiently objective so that
the counselee will feel that the solution of his prob-
lem is the chief concern of the counselor.
This quality is of value to the counselee
because it makes him feel that the primary motive back
of these qualities is not a morbid curiosity, but a
genuine concern for his welfare. Also, it will not
destroy the friendship and respect which may exist
between the two, and the attitude of the counselor
toward him after he has gone. It gives the counselee
greater confidence in himself by removing those barriers
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.vhich a criticizing subjective view of the counselor
might make.
The values such as vitality, perseverance, and
self-confidence are qualities which, if strong in the
counselor, will tend to stimulate a similar response
in the counselee. These values are of real importance
in the counselor* s personality, because they are
usually absent or very v/eak in the counselee. If the
counselee has once had these qualities, or admires them
in the counselor, he will seek to possess them. Until
he is able to develop them sufficiently in himself,
he will depend upon the stimulating and sustaining
effect of these qualities in the counselor to hold
him up. It is the process of imitation and ident^ifica-
tion which makes these qualities available for the
counselee
,
Mutual experience is a value that is of in-
estimable worth in the interview. It is not necessary
however, that a counselor have experienced every prob-
lem which the counselee faces, but a wide range of per-
sonal experiences and the experience of dealing with
the problems of many people will so enrich his life
that his effectiveness will be much greater. If the
counselor, who has lost a loved one, is dealing with

a counaelee who has Just been through the aaiLe exper-
ience, this mutual experience will immediately estab-
lish a rapport between them. This is of value to the
counselee because the counselor expresses empathy
which would not be possible if the experience were not
mutual. This experience on the part of the counselor
of reliving the same experience with the counselee,
is of value to the latter, also, because the counselor
is able to exercise rational control and has developed
a wholesome, intelligent, and satisfying attitude
toward it
,
The experience of a wide range of interests
is of value which helps the counselor recognize and
put together important facts and suggestions, and to
use them effectively. An active creative mind will be
of help in doing this, and in creating new combinations
and relationships with other facts of general exper-
ience, This quality in the counselor will be of value
to the counselee because it will open up new avenues
of thought and tend to stimulate creative thought in
his own mind. It will help him to see various possible
solutions to his problem, and to furnish him with in-
telligent suggestions which will be of value to him in
dealing with the actual facts concerning his problem
and their relationship to each other and to the whole
situation.
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A sterling character is a quality v/nieh is a
large part of the functional values of a counselor. This
should indicate the counselor's consistency in his
thinling and attitudes. It should indicate his stability,
so that one might know fairly definitely what to expect
of him under given circumstances. This quality in a
counselor is of value to the counselee because it makes
the counselor worthy of the counselee's confidence. His
good reputation gives the counselee respect for, and
confidence in him even before he comes with his problem.
His advice will be valued because of what he himself
is in everyday life.
Finally, the counselor's philosophy of life is
the most significant of any values, which he may possess.
The counselor who has a well-defined workable philosophy
of life, is incomparably more effective in his work be-
cause of it. His Q'm purpose in life and relation to
it will color all of his attitudes and his whole bearing
and conduct in life.
The counselor should not dictate the course
in life which the counselee should follow, but he should
know where he himself is going and why. One's philosophy
of life includes, his general direction in life, and
how and why he is thinking and acting in one way rather
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tiian anotiler, A auccessful counaelor'a work is satis-
fying a fundaauenteul need in his own life, and is pro-
portionately ministering to an objective need which, in-
volves the well-being of his fellowmen. An individual's
past experience and purposive activity create certain
needs in his own life which must be satisfied before
he can successfully identify himself with any objective
need.
A number of counselors implied that the
feeling of lonelines.s, desire for recognition, or desire
for self-display, was a fundamental personal need which
their work satisfied. This satisfaction, they felt,
made it possible for them to enjoy their wor^, since
they were also satisfying certain needs in others.
They felt their work had a real value which justified
their efforts, and in turn gave them a deeper feeling of
satisfaction than if their purpose was primarily to
satisfy their own personal need.
Now let us see what a well-defined workable
philosophy of life in a counselor has of value for the
counselee. The counselee, whatever his pioblem may be,
must discover, identify, and relate himself to these
tT/o needs, personal and objective, before he can ade-
quately solve his problem. The counselor who is clear
at this point himself, will be able to guide the
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counaelee to a recognition of these two needs. They
may at the time, both be confused and misused, but the
counselee*3 satisfactory adjustment to life will depend
uppn the harmony he develops between the satisfactions
which he brings to these two needs. The following il-
lustration will make clearer how this kind of a philo-
sophy of life of one individual has value for another
with whom he comes in relation as counselor to counselee.
A young woman who had developed a feeling of
loneliness v/ent into missionary work in order to find a
solution to her problem. The underprivileged people
did appreciate her work, and showed their respect and
love for her by many deeds of kindness and special rec-
ognition. For a time this experience was satisfying.
After a number of months had passed, she grew restless,
and dissatisfied. One day an older missionary visited
her with whom she has a long talk. This individual
expressed her philosophy of life as one in which she
found her work satisfying, because it met her personal
need of appreciative companinnship . Through meeting
this need, she saw the opportunity of making a real
contribution to the lives of other people. She said
that when she thought primarily of the needs of others,
and ministered to them, she had a feeling of satisfac-
tion that transcended merely her own personal need.
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In tlie light of this philosophy, the younger
missionary discovered that her efforts had been designed
particularly around a program for meeting her o\m
personal needs. After this conference, she sought to
identify herself with the needs of others w^ich both
satisfied her personal need and made also a valuable
contribution to the needs of others.
So we see, that certain values in the personal-
ity of the counselor are capable of stimulating
similar responses in the personality of the counselee
through the relationship of the counselor to the
counselee.
Summary
In the light of the structural and functional
analyses of personality, we have been able to see those
common elements of which it is composed, together with
the effect the resultant values in the counselor have
in the life of the counselee.
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CHAPTER VI
SUML-IARY, CXINGLUSI0N3, AlO) REOOMMJfiNDATIONS
It now rsmaina to auaanari&e the steps and
findings of this study and to reaommend certain lines
of investigation wnich might be undertai^en.
1. General Suiomry
First of all, the steps followea in this ex-
amination were, briefly; a study of the counselor with
his necessary qualifications, and training, and the
methods used by him; second, a study of problems most
common to the individuals who sought the aid of the
counselors interviewed and studied; third, a study
of tne counselee with the \mwholesome conditions which
affect nis life; ana fourth, a structural ana function-
al analysis of personality.
The counselors interviewed ana studied were
the primary sources for the material in this study.
Some of the ideas and suggestions which have been in-
corporated in this study came from a broad general
reading in tnis field,
2, Conclusions
It was discovered that certain general, social
and personal qualifications were necesssary for
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successful counselors in all fields, ana tliat certain
definite training was also required.
The counselor was found to use certain
methods; the personal interview with its forms of
narration, interregation, suggestions, and indirect
questions, tests and measurements, questionnaires, and
.
' case study.
It was discovered that certain problems,
some complex, some simple, were common to many individ-
uals, these being home, social, emotional, sex, voca-
tional, health, religious, moral and ethical, educa-
tional, and many others.
It was discovered that certain unwholesome
conditions affect the life of an individual causing
him such problems. These conditions were centered
primarily in the home, but included social environ-
ment, such as neighborhood, community, church, and
school. The home is the workshop in which the child
grows up, hence, whatever problems arise in later life,
can almost invariably be traced back to unwholesome
conditions in the home. The wider the range of un-
wholesome conditions which affect the life of the
counselee, the more involved and complex his problems
are likely to become.
It was finally shown that there is one
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dynandc force wnicli plays the greatest part in helping
the counselee with his problems, namely, the personality
of the counselor, A number of the functional values
of personality seemed to stand out especially sig-
nificant in the work of the counselor, such os concern
for people, interest in people, and a love for them,
sympathy, unaerstanaing, friendliness, sincerity, humil-
ity, poise, personal decorum, emotional stability,
objective attitude, and a workable philosophy of life,
3. Recommendations
As a result of this study, certain recommenda-
tions seem appropriate.
First, a more thorough study of those ex-
periences which help in developing those qualities
which will fit an individual ror successful work as a
counselor.
Second, a study of the relationship of the
techniques of the counselor to the type of individual
with whom he is dealing.
Third, a study of the philosophies of life
held by leading counselors to discover their values
for those counselors in their work.
fourth, a study of the institutions and per-
sonalities to wxiich the counselor has access in dealing
with various problems, and his relation to them.
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Flfthy a structural and functional analysis
of tile personalities of various successful teachers
in certain colleges and universities to determine the
chief influences and values in their lives which seem
to be most closely related to their success.
Sixth, a study of individuals wno had been
helped by certain counselors to determine what qualities
in the personalities of these counselors were most
significant in helping the individuals face their
problems.
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